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This paper provides an empirical investigation on the effects that regional economic structures exert on the
socioeconomic determinants of material productivity. To this aim, first we develop a taxonomy of economic
structures for more than 280 European regions that are classified in four overarching groups: agriculture-, in
dustry-, intermediate- and service-based economies. Second, we perform a panel analysis to explore the impact of
economic structures on the relationship between socioeconomic drivers and material productivity, during the
period 2006–2015. Our results validate the basic hypothesis of the paper, i.e. the structural relationship between
material productivity and its driving factors varies according to the underlying economic structures of the re
gions. In particular, we found that: (1) an increase in affluence leads to greater material productivity gains in
material-intensive regions rather than in areas with service-oriented economies; (2) the degree of urban
agglomeration seems to be the most important driver for material productivity, and its leverage effect is bigger
among already densely populated regions. Our findings suggest that the influence of socioeconomic factors on
material productivity behaves differently according to the idiosyncratic features that regions exhibit. Such di
versity translates into different needs and opportunities that local policies should address by adopting a placebased perspective.

1. Introduction
Searching for sustainable modes of consumption and production
represents the only way to meet an ever-increasing demand of goods
without incurring in further environmental deterioration. The growing
awareness that “business as usual” is both unwise and unsustainable has
placed the role of the environment and the efficient use of natural re
sources at the centre of the political and economic debate (Domenech
and Bahn-Walkowiak, 2019). Governments and international organi
zations are therefore encouraging the adoption of alternative production
systems and more inclusive policy models in order to achieve a win-win
outcome – a combined environmental and economic benefit (Akenji and
Bengtsson, 2014; Steffen et al., 2015).
One of the headline indicators that is systematically reported in
empirical works and monitoring frameworks to track the progress

towards more efficient and sustainable economies is Material Produc
tivity (MP). MP refers to the economic value extracted from each unit of
material resource consumed and it is calculated as the ratio between
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and an indicator of material consump
tion, generally Domestic Material Consumption (DMC).1 The use of DMC
as a denominator entails certain limitations that need to be recognised
for the correct interpretation of the respective MP measure. Indeed,
DMC does not consider hidden material flows related to the use of raw
materials at upstream extraction and processing stages. This truncation
might lead to wrong interpretations and misleading policy messages, as
economies could reduce their DMC by relocating or outsourcing
material-intensive activities such as extraction and manufacturing. In
this sense, MP indicator frequently becomes more responsive to the
structure and sectoral specialisation of a given economy than to its un
derlying capacity to consume materials in a more efficient and/or
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1
DMC is calculated according to the Economic-Wide Material Flow Accounting (EW-MFA), a standardized methodology to quantify the amount of materials (i.e.
biomass, metal ores, non-metallic minerals and fossil energy materials) directly used by an economy on a national or global scale. DMC is defined as the total annual
quantity of raw material extracted from the domestic territory, plus all physical imports minus all physical exports (EUROSTAT, 2018).
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sustainable way (Fernández-Herrero and Duro, 2019; Gan et al., 2013;
Kovanda and Weinzettel, 2013). This shortcoming has been partly
addressed by the calculation of Material Footprint indicator (MF), which
takes into account the material “rucksacks” associated with imports
(Wiedmann et al., 2015). However, up to date MF data are not provided
at the country level. Consequently, the DMC-based MP remains the most
used indicator not only in empirical studies, but also in policy dis
courses: The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the G7 Resource
Efficiency Alliance, the European Union’s Roadmap to a Resource Effi
cient Europe, the Raw Materials Initiative and the Circular Economy
Action Plan are some recent prominent examples of policy initiatives,
where the DMC indicator is used to set and monitor policy targets.
Understanding the influential socioeconomic factors driving
resource productivity represents the first step in establishing and
improving resource management policies (Domenech and BahnWalkowiak, 2019; Flachenecker, 2018; West and Schandl, 2018).
Since the 1970s, when the study of socioeconomic metabolism of
countries emerged as a new research field, there has been a bourgeoning
literature analysing material consumption patterns and MP (FischerKowalski and Haberl, 1998; Fischer-Kowalski and Hüttler, 1998).
Among the many research branches focusing on material consumption
at the macro-level (see e.g. Zhang et al., 2018 for a literature review),
standardized Economic-Wide Material Flow Accounting (EW-MFA) has
been the most widely used approach.
A generally accepted conclusion from EW-MFA studies is that MP is
higher in high income developed countries and lower in developing
countries (Zhang et al., 2018). According to this line of thought, more
mature economic structures and minor reliance on material intensive
activities, would lead to moderate and stable DMC levels and increasing
GDP, mostly through the expansion of the service-based economy
(Krausmann et al., 2008). By contrast, MP would be generally lower in
developing countries due to the material-intensive processes of urbani
zation and industrialization, which often characterise these areas
(Behrens et al., 2007; Krausmann et al., 2017). This dichotomy reflects
the so-called socio-metabolic transition concept (Krausmann et al., 2008),
which describes the evolution of material-flows patterns from an eco
nomic development perspective. These authors describe MP patterns at
national level as a transition process characterised by (1) a shift from an
agrarian to industrial phase, where decreased agricultural activity and
increased industrial activity lead to higher resource productivity, fol
lowed by (2) a shift from industrial to tertiary sector, where decreasing
industrial activity and an expanding service sector become the major
impetus for resource productivity enhancement (Gan et al., 2013;
Pothen and Welsch, 2019). An example of the first phase is provided by
the Asia-Pacific region, which between 1990 and 2005 increased its
material consumption intensity by nearly 30%, mostly driven by China’s
soaring industrial and manufacturing capacity (Schandl and West,
2010). On the other hand, structural change of economies towards ser
vice sectors can be observed in many advanced economies in Europe,
North America and Japan (Giljum et al., 2014; OECD, 2011).
Although the development stages of an economy contribute largely
to understanding material consumption patterns, they are far from being
the only factors explaining the differences in MP levels observed be
tween regions. As an example, Weisz et al. (2006) found that DMC per
capita can be quite different, even among mature economies such as EU15 countries. The authors argue that the level of use of biomass, in
dustrial minerals, ores, and fossil fuels is largely determined by the
structure of the economy rather than by national income or economic
development. Similar findings were also presented by Bringezu et al.
(2004), who examined dematerialisation for industrialised economies,
and Dittrich et al. (2011), who examined material use and material ef
ficiency of emerging economies over the years 1985–2005.
The uneven evolutions observed in MP levels led scholars to examine
more closely the relationship between MP and its socioeconomic drivers
(Gan et al., 2013; Steger and Bleischwitz, 2011; Steinberger et al., 2010).
The basic conceptual model employed in the EW-MFA literature for

studying the influence of socioeconomic variables on material con
sumption is constituted by the logarithmic STIRPAT model (Dietz and
Rosa, 1997; York et al., 2003). Essentially, this approach seeks to explain
environmental Impact (I) in terms of the main socioeconomic influential
variables. These are: population (P), affluence (A) and technology (T)
(Dietz et al., 2007; Dietz and Rosa, 1994). One of the key advantages of
STIRPAT approach is its logarithm specification, which allows to
interpret results in the form of elasticities. Over time, several extended
STIRPAT models have been proposed. These include a broader range of
explanatory variables, from geo-physical, e.g. latitude or climate, to
structural factors, e.g. shares of economic activities over total GDP (West
and Schandl, 2018). Focusing on recent examples, Robaina et al. (2020)
analyse the determinant factors of MP including explanatory variables
such as the expenditure on R&D, value added by service and industry
sectors or environmental tax revenues. Similarly, Fernández-Herrero
and Duro (2019) explore the impacts of socioeconomic drivers in
explaining international inequalities in MP levels considering openness
to trade and value added by agriculture sector along with the other longestablished explanatory variables.
Regardless of the specificities of different works and the differences
in data availability, scholars generally recognise (1) economic status
(often referred as affluence and proxied by GDP per capita), (2) eco
nomic structure (i.e. value added of specific economic sectors), and (3)
demographic structure (i.e. population density) as the most important
drivers of MP (Gan et al., 2013; West and Schandl, 2018). GDP per capita
usually exhibits a positive relationship with MP as richer economies not
only benefit more advanced means for production, but also outsource
most of material-intensive products to other areas (Giljum et al., 2014;
Wiedmann et al., 2015). Some studies also employ the quadratic term of
GDP per capita in order to capture the decreasing marginal utility
derived from higher levels of economic status (Fernández-Herrero and
Duro, 2019; Steinberger et al., 2013). Therefore, this latter term
generally exhibits negative sign. Regarding to the demographic struc
ture, empirical findings suggest that increases in population density lead
to higher MP, as more concentrated populations enable agglomeration
synergies and high land prices generally ‘expel’ materially-intensive
industries from these areas (Teixidó-Figueras et al., 2016; Weisz et al.,
2006). Concerning the economic structures, the effects on MP differ
depending on the economic development trajectories mentioned above.
It is generally accepted that an expansion of agricultural and primary
activities leads to lower levels of MP, while the opposite holds true for
the service sector, i.e. increased relevance of services in the economic
composition leads to higher levels of MP (Fernández-Herrero and Duro,
2019; Gan et al., 2013).
In general, the narrative on MP and its socioeconomic drivers has
been framed within an economic development perspective that tends to
juxtapose the higher MP performance of mature economies with the
lower MP performance of developing regions. The underlying qualita
tive nature of economic development has only been marginally
addressed by EW-MFA studies despite being widely recognised in neo
classical economic theory at least since Potter et al. seminal work
“Competitive Advantage of Nations” (1990). According to this rationale,
differences in economic structures, institutions, cultures and historical
heritages – often referred to as territorial capital (Castelnovo et al., 2020;
Morretta et al., 2020) – all contribute to delineate differential devel
opment trajectories (Frenken et al., 2007; Gräbner et al., 2019; Hassink
and Klaerding, 2015). These patterns necessarily lead to notable dif
ferences in MP patterns but have little to do with the level of economic
development. On the contrary, they depend on the available –
geographically bounded – stocks of physical and human capital. In
general, the relevance of territorial assets are more visible at lower
territorial levels and often lead to competitive advantages and struc
turally higher levels of sectoral efficiency (Behrens et al., 2007; Bianchi
et al., 2020b). In this context, it can be claimed that it is not entirely
possible to understand and interpret the relevance of the spatial distri
bution of MP unless territorial assets and related structural conditions
2
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are considered. In this paper, we argue that the structural differences
between regional economies are indeed highly relevant for under
standing the impacts of socioeconomics drivers on material
productivity.
The main contribution of this article is twofold: First, we provide an
overview of how the economic specialisations of European regions have
evolved over the period 2006–2015; Second, we analyse the relation
ships between MP and its characterising factors considering the different
economic arrangements. The analysis is organized in two phases. In
phase one the predominant economic structures are defined for 280
European regions by means of location quotients and clustering tech
niques. In phase two, we investigate the impact of economic structures
on the relationship between MP and its main drivers using a fixed-effects
panel analysis. The analysis is performed for the decade 2006–2015,
hence a period in which deep economic transformations occurred in
Europe due to the financial crisis and its second-tier impacts. The main
novelty of this paper focuses on the way in which economic structures
are considered in the analysis. Unlike previous works that take account
of structural factors as standard explanatory variables in regression
models (Fernández-Herrero and Duro, 2019; Gan et al., 2013; West and
Schandl, 2018), we consider the economic structures as interaction
terms with socioeconomic drivers. This approach allows to characterise
the influence of heterogeneous economic structures on the relationships
between MP and its socioeconomic determinants.
Our findings support the underlying assumption of this paper,
namely that the relationship between MP and its characterising factors
change significantly according to the intrinsic economic structures that
regions exhibit. In particular, our results suggest the existence of four
well-defined economic structures across European regions, including
agriculture, industry, intermediate and service-based economies.2 We
found that there is a significant difference in the elasticities of socio
economic drivers between the more material-intensive economies,
compared to the less intensive ones. On the one hand, an increase in
affluence seems to favour agricultural and industrial economies more
than service-based economies. On the other, tertiary economies seem to
be able to better capitalise an increase in population density. We also
observe a positive impact of R&D expenditure on MP, but in this case
there is no evidence of significant differences of its influence based on
the economic structure of regions. Our results strongly suggest that, in
order to develop informed policies geared at increased resource effi
ciency, it is essential to consider the heterogeneous economic configu
rations of European regions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pre
sents data and methodology employed, while sections 3 and 4 present
and discuss empirical results, respectively. Section 5 gives some
concluding thoughts and outlines suggestions for further research.

(Brock et al., 2008). The econometric analyses were conducted using the
R package “plm” described in Croissant and Millo (2008).
2.1. Data
The dataset employed in this study comprises a panel data for 280
European regions out of 3313 at NUTS-2 level4 over the period
2006–2015. Data were collected from Eurostat database (access date 1/
12/2019) and it is fully available as supplementary material S2 on the
Web. The dependant variable, MP, is defined as the ratio of GDP to
domestic material consumption (DMC). MP reflects the GDP generated
per unit of resources used by an economy, expressed in €/kg. DMC ac
counts for the total amount of materials directly used by an economy,
and it is defined as the annual mass of raw materials extracted from the
domestic territory, plus all physical imports minus all physical exports.
Data on DMC is only available on national level from material flow ac
counts collected under the regulation (EU) 691/2011 on European
environmental economic accounts. Hence, a regionalised version of
DMC available from Bianchi et al. (2020a) was used to measure MP at
regional level.
The following explanatory variables were selected as the MP driving
factors to be analysed: GDP per capita (GDP), Population density (POP)
and gross domestic expenditure on R&D (R&D). These variables were
selected following the literature (see e.g. Fernández-Herrero and Duro,
2019; Gan et al., 2013; West and Schandl, 2018), considering data
availability at the regional level. GDP is included in its linear and in
quadratic forms. In order to avoid perfect multicollinearity between the
two forms, the quadratic term was transformed following the method by
Steinberger et al. (2013), as (log (GDP) − mean(log(GDP))2. POP is
expressed as the number of inhabitants per square kilometres, while
R&D is measured in percentage of the country GDP. R&D is widely used
to assess whether the productivity of a region is sensitive to investments
in innovation activities. While empirical findings generally agree on the
positive effects that R&D exert on economic measures of productivity, i.
e. GDP over employment or hours worked (Bravo-Ortega and García
Marín, 2011), the relationship between R&D and MP is not so
straightforward. For example, recent studies found that R&D has
different impacts depending on the speed of growth of the economies
considered (Robaina et al., 2020). Therefore, less developed economies
having larger margin for improvements seem to benefit more from R&D
investments. Similarly Kancs and Siliverstovs (2016) found that the
relationship between R&D expenditure and productivity growth might
be non-linear as there exist important inter-sectoral differences with
respect to R&D investment and firm productivity. Accordingly, we also
included the quadratic term of R&D, computed as (log (R & D) − mean
(log(R & D))2.
Next to MP and the explanatory variables, the gross value added by
economic sectors (GVA) was also included to characterise regional
economic specialisation (See following Section 2.2).

2. Materials and methods
This section describes the dataset and the empirical strategy
employed. First of all, we classified European regions into four distinct
clusters: agriculture, industry, intermediate and service cluster. This
classification is assessed by means of specialisation indices (i.e. location
quotients) and clustering techniques. Second, we employed a fixedeffects panel to analyse the behaviour of MP socioeconomic drivers
across the economic clusters defined. The analysis was performed using
R Language and Environment for Statistical Computing (R Core Team,
2020). The data were collected using the R package “Eurostat” v.3.3.5
(Lahti et al., 2019). The cluster analysis was conducted using the R li
braries “kmeans” and “hclust” from the “stats” package (R Core Team,
2020). Cluster validation was implemented through “clValide” package

3

Regions of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Iceland, Lichtenstein,
Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey, Republic of Kosovo and French outermost regions
were excluded from this study because of missing data. Inner London West (UK)
was also excluded from the study because it represents an outlier, being its GDP
per capita more than 6 times the European average.
4
The NUTS system was established by EC Regulation 1059/2003 that defined
a common classification of territorial units for statistics (NUTS), based on the
administrative divisions applied in the Member States. The 2nd level in the
classification (NUTS 2) groups regions with population between 80,000 and 3
million. In this paper we refer to the nomenclature NUTS 2, year 2013. Recently
a new NUTS 2 classification has been issued, however we preferred to employ
the older one as data for year 2006 are not available according to the new
nomenclature for certain countries.

2
The names of economic structures refer to the predominant economic ac
tivity observed in a region. The intermediate structure refers to those regions
that have a rather balanced distribution among the various sectoral branches.
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2.2. Regional cluster identification

clustering techniques to identify a number of quantitatively robust
groups of regions. This approach allowed to significantly reduce the
complexity of the analysis focused on more than 2600 observations.
Following Gräbner et al. (2019) and Steinberger et al. (2013), we relied
on two conventional cluster techniques, hierarchical clustering (HCA)
and k-means analysis.6
The final clustering approach and resulting number of regional
clusters was established based on standard internal cluster validation
procedures, such as the Connectivity (Handl et al., 2005), the Silhouette
Width (Rousseeuw, 1987) and the Dunn Index (Dunn, 1974). In addition,
since clustering techniques are purely inductive ways of analysing data
that do not exploit theoretical insights other than those involved in
variable selection, we validated our cluster results by comparing clusters
features with theoretical assumptions and other classifications used in
the literature.

The main goal of this phase is to define a taxonomy for the different
underlying structures of the 280 regional economies in the 2006–2015
period. In order to capture and characterise the underlying productive
structure of each region we first computed the Location Quotients (LQs).
Differently from the GVA share, which simply indicates the relationship
between an industry and the whole economy, the LQs reveal which in
dustries make the regional economy unique, or in other words, what is
the sectoral specialisation of a region in comparison to a National or
international benchmark. We computed LQs for selected economic ac
tivities (NACE rev.2), namely: agriculture (A), industry (B-E) and ser
vices (G-J + K-N),5 using the GVA generated by each of the economic
branches. We also considered the inclusion of building and construction
as a fourth economic segmentation. However, since this latter branch is
rather homogenous across the sample and did not contribute signifi
cantly to distinguish regional economies, we decided to drop it.
As said, LQs are computed as a ratio that compares a region to a
larger reference region according to some characteristic or asset (e.g.
employment shares or GVA shares based on industrial activities). Hence,
if for example, x is the GVA generated by sector k in a region i, y is the
GVA generated by the whole economy in a region i, and X and Y are
similar data points representative of European average, then the LQ or
relative concentration of asset k in the region i compared to Europe is:
/
xi,k yi
/
LQi,k =
(1)
XEU,k YEU

2.3. Panel data modelling approach
Once identified the underlying economic structure for each region,
we proceed to test the impact of the latter on the relationship between
MP and socioeconomic drivers. To the authors’ knowledge, this specific
aspect has not yet been addressed by previous studies. Therefore, for the
sake of completeness, we present in Table 1 the summary of the func
tional forms employed. These considers the economic structures as (1)
indexes (IND), (2) exogenous variables independent from other socio
economic drivers (EXO) and interaction terms (INT). Due to space lim
itations, we only present empirical results for approaches EXO and INT,
since IND approach presents some methodological shortcomings that
limit a consistent comparison. The reader can refer to the supplementary
material S1 for the complete set of results. Note also that all specification
models are in logarithmic form. This allows to reduce skewness and

The use of LQs not only translates into very defined regional groups,
but is also conductive to the economic phases that are usually referred in
evolutionary studies that consider the different development stages of
territories (Fernández-Herrero and Duro, 2019; Gan et al., 2013;
Krausmann et al., 2008). High LQs in primary or secondary activities
typically reflect export-oriented economies. The economic relevance of
export activities is largely discussed in the literature (see e.g. Lee (2011)
for a literature review). Studies using aggregated metrics of specialisation
acknowledge that exporters are, on average, more productive than nonexporting areas. However, scholars also emphasise that productivity
levels depend on the specific production structure of economies and,
therefore, on the types of exports (Feenstra and Kee, 2008). In general,
industries exporting relatively “low-tech” products show inferior levels
of material productivity as they carry out most of the material-intensive
activities related to extraction and/or primary processing of raw mate
rials in situ.
In a second step, we proceeded to the definition of a taxonomy of
regional economic structures. Identifying the predominant economic
activity is straightforward for many regions. This is for example the case
of most capital regions, which virtually in all cases are highly urbanised
areas with service-based economies. However, intermediate regions
exhibit a rather complex combination of economic activities, which ul
timately prevents a transparent classification without incurring in sub
jective judgement and knowledge bias. In addition, we were also
interested in capturing the structural changes occurred during the
decade covered in our study (from e.g. prevalent industrial configura
tions to service economies, or vice-versa). This increased the complexity
of performing a regional classification, as we could not infer regional
structures to the entire panel based on a one-year analysis, nor we could
treat each year separately, as fundamental changes at European level
might change the classification of a region independently from its intraregional patterns.
For these reasons, we pooled our data and applied alternative

Table 1
Summary of panel modelling approach.
Model acronym

Model description

IND–Economic structures as
INDexes (Pooled)

Separate model fitted to the data for each
economic structures (j). Each model
parameter is sample-specific. Comparison of
parameters between different economic
structures is not consistent.

Log(MPitj) = αi + β1 log (GDPit) + β2 log (GDPit)2 + β3 log (Popit) + β4 log (R & Dit) + β5j
log (R & Dit)2 + εit, for each j = 1, …N clusters
EXO–Economic structures as
EXOgenous variables (Fixedeffects)

The effects of economic structures are
absorbed into the exogenous factors (βjjit).
The indirect impact on socioeconomic drivers
is disregarded.

Log(MPit) = αi + β1 log (GDPit) + β2 log (GDPit)2 + β3 log (Popit) + β4 log (R & Dit) + β5
log (R & Dit)2 + βjjit + εit,
INT–Economic structures as
INTeraction terms (Fixed-effects)

The effect of economic structures directly
influences the socioeconomic drivers.
Comparison of socioeconomic drivers across
different economic structure can be done
consistently.

Log(MPit) = αi + β1 log (GDPit) × jit + β2 log (GDPit)2 + β3 log (Popit) × jit + β4 log (R &
Dit) × jit + β5 log (R & Dit)2 + εit

Note: i = 1, …n is the individual (region) index; t = 1, …z is the time index; αi is
the intercept and β1, 2, . . , 5 are the parameters (in this case interpretable as
elasticities); ε is the error term.

5
The acronyms refer to the NACE rev. 2 taxonomy (European Commission,
2013). Service category includes financial and insurance activities; information
and communication activities, real estate activities; professional, scientific and
technical activities; administrative and support service activities.

6
See supplementary material S1 for further details on hierarchical clustering
and k-means techniques.
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approximate linear relationships between variables. The log-log form
also allows to interpret the parameters’ coefficients (β) as “ecological
elasticities” (York et al., 2003).
The IND approach consists in considering separate models fitted to
the data for each regional cluster j. In this way specific elasticities are
estimated for each cluster. However, since this process is carried out
separately for each group of regions, the comparison of parameters be
tween different clusters is not straightforward. In addition, IND can only
be estimated through a pooled model, as we lose the panel structure. In
fact, the regional sample for each economic cluster changes for each
year, following variations in the economic specialisation of the regions.
The EXO approach estimates the average impact of regional economic
structures on MP. This is the approach that is generally found in existing
literature (Fernández-Herrero and Duro, 2019; Robaina et al., 2020). In
this case, economic structures are included in the model as an additional
independent explanatory variable, but the extent to which economic
structures influence other socioeconomic drivers is disregarded. Finally,
our approach INT introduces the economic structures through the
interaction term xitjitβit, which measure the impact β of a socioeconomic
driver x according to the regional economic structure j.
Differently from the alternative models, the INT approach allows to
consistently compare the effects of socioeconomic drivers on MP across
the different economic structures. In other words, the INT approach
allows to assess whether socioeconomic parameters differ significantly
from each other as regional economic structures change. A statistic
based on the t distribution is used to test the two-sided hypothesis that a
slope βj1 of a cluster j1, equals a slope βj2 of a cluster j2. The statements
for the hypothesis test are expressed as:

than 4. This means that, in regions belonging to this cluster, agriculture
is four times more concentrated than the European average. It should be
noted that this cluster also features the lowest population density
(roughly 70 hab/km2) and the lowest GDP per capita (~€18,000 per
capita (PPS)7 in 2015). Cluster (2) comprises the regions with the
highest specialisation in industrial sectors (LQ industry ~1.7). These
regions are also specialised in material intensive activities and are
characterised by lower levels of population density and GDP per capita
with respect to European average. Cluster (3) groups intermediate
economies, i.e. those presenting similar LQs across all sectors, falling
close to the European average. Finally, economies specialised in the
service sector are gathered in cluster (4). Service-based economies
usually develop in very densely populated areas, where the lack of
available land impedes the proliferation of material-intensive activities.
All in all, cluster (4) presents the highest scores for population density,
GDP per capita and MP.
Fig. 1 provides a geographical distribution of regional economic
structures at the beginning (2006) and at the end (2015) of our studyperiod, while, in Fig. 2, we show the respective regional patterns for
MP. In line with previous studies (Fernández-Herrero and Duro, 2019), a
significant improvement in MP can be observed across most of European
regions between the two periods. As shown in Table 2, this progress was
generalized, even if it occurred at different pace depending on the
structural features of regions.
Comparing the evolution of economic structures (Fig. 1) and MP
(Fig. 2), we see that a structural change towards material intensive
sectors not necessarily translates into lower MP levels if such trans
formations are coupled and/or based on more efficient technologies.
Ireland is an outstanding example of such structural change, as it went
from an intermediate economic structure in 2006 to a very industrialised
one in 2015, being its industrial LQ among the highest in Europe (2.08).
In fact, the manufacturing share of GVA of Southern and Eastern Irish
regions increased threefold over the period considered. Nonetheless,
these regions also improved their MP rates (0.98 in 2006 and 2.88 in
2015). The same can be said for the southern Spanish regions Andalucía
and Murcia, which exhibited among the highest MP increase between
2006 and 2015 (roughly 10%) despite a structural shift towards agri
cultural specialisation (agriculture LQ for Andalucía and Murcia equal to
4.16 and 3.44 in 2015 respectively). Conversely, many European eastern
regions showed reversed trajectories, i.e. from primary agriculturalbased economies to industrial, intermediate and service -based econo
mies. As an example, Southwestern region of Bulgaria, where the capital
Sofia is located, is clearly evolving towards a service-based economy
comparable to most European capitals. A similar situation can be
observed in Bucharest, while other Romanian areas such as Northwest,
Central and West region transitioned towards predominant industrial
structures.
The taxonomy defined also illustrates very well the spatial agglom
eration patterns of manufacturing activities towards the so-called
“Central European Manufacturing Core" (Stehrer and Stöllinger,
2015). This area is led by German regions and includes large portions of
Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Poland. In all these
regions the concentration of manufacturing activities increased signifi
cantly since the 2000s, probably as a response to expanding market
shares in manufacturing industries (Cutrini, 2019). Stehrer and
Stöllinger also reported a significant decline in manufacturing for most
other European countries (in particular high-income countries, such as
the Nordics and Benelux area, alongside France and United Kingdom).
This trend is also reflected in Table 2 and Fig. 1.

H0 : βj1 = βj2
H1 : βj1 ∕
= βj2
̂β j1 − ̂β j2
), where ̂
β j1 is the least square
The test statistic used is T0 = (
se ̂
β j1
( )
estimate of βj1, and se ̂
β j1 is the standard error. The test statistics, T0,
follows a t distribution with (n − 2) degrees of freedom, where n is the
total number of observations. The null hypothesis is accepted if the
calculated value of the test statistic is such that − t2α,n− 2 < T0 < t2α,n− 2 ,
where t2α,n− 2 is the percentile distribution of the t distribution corre
sponding to a cumulative probability of (1 − α/2), α is the significance
level, and − tα2,n− 2 and tα2,n− 2 are the critical values for the two-sided
hypothesis.
Similarly to previous studies performing panel analyses on equiva
lent socioeconomic datasets (e.g. West and Schandl (2018)), we found
that the pooled model and the random effects model were unlikely to
provide valid results for EXO and INT approaches. Not surprisingly, the
most meaningful results from panel analyses were those obtained using
the fixed-effects model. Further details on panel data models along with
the decisional flow employed to select the most appropriate model are
provided in the supplementary material S1.
3. Results
3.1. The taxonomy of regional economic structures
Due to space limitations, we only present the results for clusters
based on k-means approach, which overall constituted the bestdifferentiated and comprehensive nomenclature for regional economic
structures in Europe. The reader can refer to the supplementary material
S1 for the whole set of results and comparison of clusters analysis.
Table 2 provides the summary statistics for the economic specialisations
and socioeconomic variables according to the regional taxonomy
defined. Cluster (1) encompasses the economies strongly specialised in
agricultural sectors and presents an average agriculture’s LQ greater

7
The purchasing power standard (PPS) is the technical term used by Eurostat
to indicate the common currency adjusted for price level differences across
countries.
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Table 2
Summary statistics of Location Quotients (LQs), population density (POP), GDP per capita (GDP) and material productivity (MP) by regional clusters.
Cluster
1 Agriculture
2 Industrial
3 Intermediate
4 Services

LQ Agriculture

LQ Industry

LQ Services

2006

2015

2006

2015

2006

5.16
1.48
1.26
0.69

4.72
1.53
1.23
0.67

1.13
1.65
1.04
0.60

1.12
1.70
1.03
0.57

0.78
0.75
0.93
1.17

POP (hab/Km2)

GDP (PPS/hab)

MP (PPS/Kg)

2015

2006

2015

2006

2015

2006

2015

0.80
0.74
0.93
1.18

68
149
245
1067

65
144
260
1167

14,494
22,766
24,155
30,301

18,376
27,174
27,852
34,308

0.79
1.21
1.49
2.22

1.33
1.63
2.29
3.23

Note: LQ Agriculture refers to NACE label “A” activities, LQ industry refers to NACE label “B-E" activities, LQ services refers to NACE label “G-J" + “K-N" activities.

Fig. 1. The geography of regional economic specialisations in 2006 (left map) and in 2015 (right map). Note: White regions indicate no data availability.

Fig. 2. Regional patterns of MP in 2006 (left map) and in 2015 (right map). Note: colours reflect quantile breaks. White regions indicate no data availability. MP
measured in PPS/Kg.

3.2. Material productivity, socio-economic drivers and economic
structures

EXO we treat the economic structures as exogenous variables, esti
mating their direct impact on material productivity. In this case, the use
of the taxonomy of regional economic structures developed in section
3.1 is not suggested, as reliable fixed-effects estimation requires

Table 3 shows the results obtained from approaches EXO and INT. In
6
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material-intensive economies can be considered an inelastic driver. In
other words, further specialisation in agriculture or industrial economy
leads to an improvement of MP of inferior magnitude. On the contrary,
the relationship between service specialisation and material productiv
ity is almost proportional, i.e. an 1% increase in service specialisation
would produce roughly a 1.11% improvement in MP. As this is pre
sumably the first study in which LQs are used as proxies for economic
structure, we do not have a valid reference to compare the parameters.
However, the estimated elasticities are consistent with the theoretical
argumentation introduced by similar studies (Fernández-Herrero and
Duro, 2019; Gan et al., 2013; Robaina et al., 2020), namely that servicebased economies are structurally advantaged when it comes to MP
performance. However, differently from Fernández-Herrero and Duro
and Gan et al., which found a negative relationship between MP and
material-intensive structures, our LQ elasticities are all positive. Our
interpretation is that higher degrees of economic specialisation may
translate into productivity gains, thanks to advancements in techno
logical capacity and know-how in the concerned market segments. In
fact, the use of GVA shares as explanatory variable for MP – instead of
LQs – ‘penalises’ the regions with higher concentrations of economic
activity on material intensive sectors, ignoring that such regions are
most likely those that show higher levels of competitivity and produc
tivity in those same economic activities. In turn, the use of LQs allows to
simultaneously characterise regional economic structures alongside their
degree of specialisation, which is an important advantage of this
approach over alternative options.
Several conclusions can be drawn by looking at model INT param
eters. First of all, we observe a relevant difference in GDP per capita
between material-intensive clusters (0.63 for agriculture and 0.62 in
dustry) and intermediate and service regions (both 0.55). This seems to
suggest that the more ‘material-intensive regions’ could be better placed
to boost material productivity through increased levels of affluence. An
opposite pattern is observed for population density. In this case, an in
crease in this indicator has a greater leverage effect on intermediate and
service-based economies compared to the same increase happening in
agriculture and/or industrial regions (2.81 for intermediate and 2.62 for
agriculture). This suggests that the concentration of population favours
greater levels of MP in urban economies, but not so much in rural and
sparsely populated regions. In other words, there seems to be a syner
getic effect between changes in population density (which increases
material efficiency) and regional economic specialisation (i.e. increased
service-orientation of regional economies leading to economic dematerialisation). Concerning the effect of R&D expenditure on MP, we
found a positive relationship. This seems reasonable as more investment
in R&D can deliver goods and services more efficiently, and produce
goods which have an increased knowledge component in their value
added. However, R&D impact is very marginal and presents little vari
ation across the economic structures considered (0.14–0.18).
Finally, Table 4 presents the T0 statistic results computed by linear
hypothesis testing with heteroskedasticity and serial (cross–sectional)
robust standard errors. According to this test, we can assert that the
effect of GDP and POP on MP is significatively different between ma
terial intensive economies (i.e. agriculture and industry cluster) and the
less material intensive economies (i.e. intermediate and service econo
mies), while the same cannot be said for the impact of R&D on MP,
which does not change significantly across the economic structures
considered.

Table 3
Fixed-effects regression results for EXO and INT.*, **, ***
Coefficients

EXO

GDP
GDP^2
Pop
R&D
R&D^2
LQ Agriculture
LQ Industry
LQ Service
GDP: CL Agriculture
GDP: CL Industry
GDP: CL Intermediate
GDP: CL Service
Pop: CL Agriculture
Pop: CL Industry
Pop: CL Intermediate
Pop: CL Service
R&D: CL Agriculture
R&D: CL Industry
R&D: CL Intermediate
R&D: CL Service
R
R2
F-statistic
DF
Poolability test (F test)
Hausman test (chisq)
Wooldridge’s SC test (F test)
Pesaran’s CD test (z test)

0.713***
− 0.144**
2.991***
0.175***
0.041***
0.110***
0.396***
1.111***

0.311
0.228
128.99
2288
21.70***
523.38***
1452***
174.48***

INT
(0.06)
(0.07)
(0.34)
(0.03)
(0.01)
(0.03)
(0.13)
(0.23)

− 0.133**

(0.07)

0.038***

(0.01)

0.630***
0.615***
0.546***
0.554***
2.623***
2.673***
2.808***
2.787***
0.151***
0.181***
0.181***
0.135***
0.278
0.189
62.79
2282
20.29***
478.03***
1366***
197.33***

(0.07)
(0.06)
(0.06)
(0.06)
(0.34)
(0.34)
(0.34)
(0.35)
(0.05)
(0.04)
(0.04)
(0.05)

Note: values in brackets refers to heteroskedasticity and serial (cross–sectional)
robust standard errors (Arellano). Poolability test computes F tests of effects
based on the comparison of the within and the pooling models. Wooldridge’s SC
test refers to the general serial correlation test in “short” panels. Pesaran’s CD
test refers to the global cross-sectional dependence test in “short” panels (see
Croissant and Millo (2008) for test statistic description).
*
p < 0.1.
**
p < 0.05.
***
p < 0.01.

sufficient variability over time in the predictor variables (Hill et al.,
2019).8 To overcome this limitation, we estimated EXO by directly
applying the LQs. Being continuous variables, LQs can be effectively
employed in fixed-effects models. Finally, in approach INT we applied
the economic structures (as categorical variables) to the explanatory
variables, generating four interaction terms for each socioeconomic
driver. These interaction terms measure the influence of socioeconomic
drivers on material productivity, according to the economic structures.
The two models present similar explanatory power (R-adjusted
~0.2) and all explanatory variables are significant and show the ex
pected sign. The quadratic forms of GDP and R&D behave in a consistent
and similar fashion across the two models. A decreasing marginal utility
is observed for GDP per capita (~ − 0.14) and an increasing marginal
utility is noted for R&D (~0.04). Population density has the largest
explanatory power (> 2.5) in all models. This means that, ceteris par
ibus, a 1% increase in population density would at least produce a 2.5%
improvement in material productivity. This is in line with previous
fixed-effect models that have promoted population density as the sole
elastic socioeconomic driver for material consumption (West and
Schandl, 2018). The second most relevant variable is GDP per capita,
which shown an average coefficient value of 0.6. This is fully consistent
with the 0.56 and 0.60 scores proposed in Pothen and Welsch (2019)
and Wiedmann et al. (2015), respectively.
Looking at the coefficients of LQs it emerges that specialisation in

3.3. Robustness checks
We conducted a number of checks to scrutinize whether our results
are robust to potential endogeneity issues. Some authors caution that
current MP levels might be affected by past levels of MP (Flachenecker,
2018; Robaina et al., 2020). The hypothesis that past values of techno
logical levels influence present technological performance is plausible,
as the technological trajectory of a given territory is the result of a long

8
It should be considered that the cluster taxonomy is based on four cate
gorical variables that are nearly constant. Therefore, they would not contribute
much information to the analysis within a fixed-effects approach.
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The empirical results of robustness checks can be found in the supple
mentary material S1.

Table 4
Linear hypothesis testing results. Values refer to T0 statistics computed consid
ering heteroskedasticity and serial (cross–sectional) robust standard errors.*, **,
***
CL Agric
Socioeconomic driver: GDP
CL Agric.
CL Industry
0.509
CL Interm.
4.538**
CL Service
2.978*
Socioeconomic driver: POP
CL Agric.
CL Industry
1.045
CL Interm.
4.463**
CL Service
2.848*
Socioeconomic driver: R&D
CL Agric.
CL Industry
0.675
CL Interm.
0.528
CL Service
0.085

CL Industry

CL Interm.

CL Service

0.509

4.538**
5.013**

2.978*
2.798*
0.165

5.013**
2.798*
1.045
4.698**
2.320
0.675
0
1.070

0.165
4.463**
4.698**
0.226
0.528
0
1.239

4. Discussion
Our findings provide compelling evidence that the use of economic
structures as simple exogenous factors explaining MP falls short in
providing a comprehensive picture of the relationship between material
productivity and its determinants. In particular, the analysis showed
that different structural economic configurations are likely to change the
effect of GDP and POP on material productivity. To give an idea of the
scale of such differences across regional clusters, we present in Fig. 3 the
prediction of MP calculated by applying the values of interaction terms
obtained in model INT. Each scatterplot represents the trends of MP
calculated by using, respectively, the four elasticities obtained across
economic structures for each socioeconomic driver (i.e. GDP, POP, and
R&D), while keeping the remaining parameters constant (the regression
equations employed to generate the scatterplot are provided in the
supplementary materials S1).
The influence of GDP and POP on MP varies considerably depending
on the socioeconomic structures of regions. Concerning GDP elasticity
and assuming other conditions being equal between economic struc
tures, at a GDP per capita level equal to €20,000, material intensive
economies would be about twice as resource productive than interme
diate and service-based economies. Conversely, the different elasticity of
POP across regional groupings implies that, at a population density of
200 hab/Km2, this factor would be associated with MP levels being 2.5
times higher in intermediate and service economies compared to
material-intensive regions. Obviously, these predictions are only hypo
thetical, as the ceteris paribus assumption is not realistic. Furthermore,
it should be borne in mind that the divergent effects observed between
socioeconomic factors would largely offset each other, with a likely
predominance of population density – as this variable presents greater
elasticities in all types of regions. This also explains why very
conglomerated areas such as metropolitan cities usually exhibit the
highest MP scores (e.g. Brussels, Madrid or Ile de France).
The higher elasticity of GDP for agricultural and industrial regions
might appear counterintuitive, considering that in general these regions
show lower levels of MP. However, this is explained by the intrinsic
physical nature of their economies. In fact, these regions are mainly
producers and exporters of raw material and processed goods, so that an
increase in affluence would have direct repercussion on their productive
means. Production would be enhanced by a greater access to financial
resources, and therefore to technological improvements. By contrast, a
GDP increase in tertiary economies would have a smaller impact on
material productivity, as these economies present a rather weak pres
ence of manufacturing and/or raw material extraction activities.
Conversely, population density presents a higher leverage effect in
urban regions, where space constraints the deployment of materialintensive activities and favours instead the development of strong
service-oriented economies. In addition, the significant difference of
POP elasticity between denser (service-based regions) and less dense
(agricultural and industrial regions) areas is consistent with previous
findings, confirming that firms and workers are, on average, more pro
ductive in agglomerated economies (Combes et al., 2012; Duranton and
Puga, 2014).
Interestingly, R&D elasticities present a significant but marginal ef
fect on MP, which does not change significantly across different types of
regions. This could be explained by a combination of factors. On the one
hand, investments in R&D do not necessarily aim at increasing material
efficiency. In fact, as described by Domenech and Bahn-Walkowiak
(2019), green technologies only attract a small share of R&D budgets.
For instance, in Finland, which is the country that invests more re
sources on green innovation, green technologies attract only 12.5% of
the total budget for R&D. On the other hand, it should be noted that the
impact of R&D investment does not necessarily translate into local

2.848*
2.320
0.226
0.085
1.070
1.239

*

p < 0.1.
**
p < 0.05.
***
p < 0.01.

historical process (Porter, 1990). In fact, MP has been often used as
proxy indicator for technological level in cross-countries analyses (Dong
et al., 2017; Schandl and West, 2010; Steinberger and Krausmann,
2011). Even if the use of lagged MP values has not been considered in
recent EW-MFA STIRPAT applications (Fernández-Herrero and Duro,
2019; Gan et al., 2013; West and Schandl, 2018), we took into account
potential issues of endogeneity by applying the difference-generalized
method of moments (GMM) developed by Arellano and Bond (1991).
Differently from the traditional “fixed-effect” econometric method, the
difference-GMM is able to produce empirical output considering the
dynamic relationship between variables and it also eliminates the
problem of endogeneity and autocorrelation thanks to the use of the
lagged values of explanatory variables as instrumental variables. GMM
results did not reject our underlying hypothesis, namely that the nature
of economic structures can influence the impact of socioeconomic
drivers. Besides an overall reduction of the magnitude of elasticities due
to the inclusion of MP(t-1) term, material-intensive regions (agricultural
and industrial based economies) still present higher affluence elasticities
(GDP per capita) compared to less material intensive regions (interme
diate and service-based economies). In contrast, population density
presented even higher leverage effects across services and intermediate
regions compared to material intensive regions. As a result from this
check, we have stuck to our simpler and more interpretable INT model.
Similarly to previous works (Flachenecker, 2018; Pothen and
Welsch, 2019), we also tested the robustness of our empirical models
(EXO & INT) to potential exclusion of countries and/or periods of time.
First, we dropped the period 2008–2010 as this was characterised by a
significant decline in economic output and material consumption levels.
Second, we conducted the analysis for EU-15, to see whether the results
might change considering only most advanced EU economies.9 This
check also confirmed that our results are generally robust. The exclusion
of the period 2008–2010 from the analysis seemed to only affect the
magnitude of elasticities, but it did not affect the relationship among
them, nor their significance. The major change produced by the exclu
sion of non-EU-15 from the sample was the loss of significance for the
quadratic term of GDP. This change might be due to the reduced vari
ation of GDP levels within the sample. In fact, as EU-15 present similar
GDP levels, the explanatory power of this parameter could be affected.

9
We also considered the exclusion of single years characterised by significant
“jumps” in linear trends, such as 2008 and 2011, and the exclusion of the five
regions having the highest GDP per capita and the 5 regions having the lowest
GDP per capita.
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Fig. 3. Material productivity trends according to economic structures elasticities. Figures for GDP (PPS/hab), POP (hab/Km2) and R&D (%) refer to 2015.

impacts. Technological innovations often generate impacts in locations
that are distant from the place where such innovations were designed.
For example, technologies to increase material efficiency of industrial
processes are seldom developed in the same areas where industrial
plants are based.
A number of relevant policy messages emerge from our findings. Our
models confirm that agricultural and industrial areas show greater po
tential for improving material productivity thanks to the concentration
of material-intensive activities in those areas. This calls for investments
on technologies and innovations aiming at material efficiency, particu
larly in material-intensive sectors and regions. However, we have seen
how investments on green technologies still attract a small share of R&D
investments. At the same time, agricultural and industrial regions often
experience underinvestments (Flachenecker and Rentschler, 2018),
mostly due to their less dynamic markets (Bachtler et al., 2017). Hence,
better access to finance in those areas would not only support resource
productivity goals, but also mitigate the growing polarization between
core and peripheral regions in Europe (Bassi and Durand, 2018; Lee and
Luca, 2019). Another conclusion from our models is that the economies
of scale in consumption clearly benefit MP. From this it can be inferred
that spatial planning policies should promote urban densification, even
in sparsely populated areas. In peripheral and shrinking regions, scaleappropriate systems will need to be re-formulated to support smaller
population while land take should be minimised through compact ur
banization (Williams, 2019). Regions with urban and service-oriented
economies, which are typically those with a greater concentration of
population, should focus on the adoption of innovations geared at the
organisation and optimisation of urban life. In particular, changing
consumption habits of those living in cities will be critical to decouple
economic growth from resource consumption (Zaman and Lehmann,
2011). In this sense, urban agglomerations present the right conditions
for the development of business models that are based on product
sharing, pooling and other forms of collaborative consumption that may
contribute to curb demand for raw materials at the source (Cohen and
Muñoz, 2016).

Our results provide evidence that the impact of socioeconomic
drivers on material productivity changes according to the intrinsic so
cioeconomic structures of regions. In particular, affluence and popula
tion density impact the material productivity in considerably different
ways based on the prevailing economic specialisation of regional
economies. Areas relying on primary and secondary sectors present
higher returns in MP from increased levels of affluence, compared to
intermediate and service-based economies. By contrary, intermediate
and service-based economies tend to increase material productivity
through physical densification. Overall, population density has a greater
influence on MP levels than affluence. Not surprisingly, regions with
higher population density have higher material productivity levels.
From a methodological perspective, this work provides two novelties
in relation to traditional STIRPAT approaches: (1) the use of LQs instead
of the share of gross values added as parameter capturing the structure
of regional economies; (2) the consideration of these structures as
endogenous factors shaping the relationship between MP and socio
economic drivers. LQs provide superior information on the economy of a
region, as they also recognise the level of specialisation, which to some
extent is related to material efficiency. Similarly, examining the socio
economic drivers by considering the underlying economic structures
offers critical insights into the leading MP leverages of territories. In
general, our method increases the explanatory power of socioeconomic
drivers on MP, enabling more detailed and place-specific interpretations
of regression coefficients.
Our approach also opens-up several research avenues for the future,
as it encourages the exploration of alternative endogenous structures of
socioeconomic drivers. In this analysis, we considered economic struc
tures resulting from regional economic specialisation, but other con
figurations might be considered. As an example, Liddle and Lung
employed a STIRPAT approach to investigate the consumption-related
environmental impacts by population age-structure (Liddle and Lung,
2010). Similarly, considering the aforementioned MP limits, other
resource productivity measures could be employed to further expand the
understanding of regional productivity levels. In this sense, Malmquist
Productivity Index (MPI) could represent a promising approach since it
not only allows to integrate several factors related to productivity, but
also to decompose productivity into technical and efficiency compo
nents (Kumar, 2006; Mahlberg et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011). Like
wise, access to improved regional data could open a number of
additional channels of analysis, such as adding further explanatory
variables better describing regional modes of consumption (e.g. import/
export shares, transport statistics, type of energy consumption etc.).
Ideally, the analysis presented here should be complemented by
adopting a consumption perspective. In particular, the use of alternative
material indicators such as Material Footprint (MF) could shed light on
the extent to which final consumption drives MP differently from

5. Conclusion
Research on the effects that economic structures exert on the rela
tionship between material productivity and socioeconomic factors has
been historically neglected by EW-MFA studies. This paper argues that
the idiosyncratic features of the individual regions, and therefore, the
diverse economic configurations that the regions show, necessarily in
fluence MP. Understanding the complex relationship between MP and its
socioeconomic drivers under different structural economic configura
tions is essential for addressing current societal challenges and, hence,
for providing policymakers with context-sensitive recommendations.
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production-based indicators like DMC. As showed in Wiedmann et al.
(2015), assessments frequently differ depending on which modelling
approach and indicators are used. In general, since MF indicators focus
on final consumption, regional economic structures become less prom
inent drivers of MP. The production perspective adopted in this research
seems more appropriate for identifying the role of territorial features on
MP. Our main conclusion is that MP gains should be sought through
efficiency improvements rather than structural economic trans
formations. Even if a shift towards increased service economies would
automatically lead to improved –DMC-based– levels of MP, in most
European regions this would be neither feasible nor desirable. In fact,
most areas lack the critical mass required by such transformations,
including access to human, technological and financial capitals. Simi
larly, the extent to which material-intensive activities such as mining
and forestry can be localised in a given territory is also conditioned by its
intrinsic characteristics, among which resource availability is the most
obvious expression. Moreover, material-intensive activities, such as
manufacturing, contribute to increase regional and national economic
resilience. These activities make a very significant contribution to
regional economies and, by localising and visualising the positive and
negative externalities of massive resource use, they indirectly increase
demand for new technologies and innovations that may further reinforce
economic resilience and the overall economic dynamism of regions.
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